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Editor’s Message
Welcome to the New Year and another year of struggle and achievement for our hard-working
Asian Studies library staff! Given the political and economic flux we are increasingly
experiencing, it is even more critical that we, as specialist information professionals, share and
help each other as we work to serve our clients in this changing environment. My sincere
thanks to all those who have contributed to this issue and look forward to hearing more of our
achievements as we progress enthusiastically through this New Year.

Darrell Dorrington
Editor
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China and the West: Pith Paintings at the National Library of Australia
Andrew Gosling

A Chinese wedding banquet [Bib ID 7084772]

The National Library houses the most extensive collection of Chinese pith paintings in Australia. By
December 2016 it held 323 pictures, which were contained in albums, unbound sets on a common
theme or as single pieces. While a few were received many years ago, most are recent acquisitions. They
have been collected to complement and illustrate the Library’s considerable resources on 19th century
China and its interaction with the West. A few of the Library’s pith paintings featured in its recent
exhibition organised in partnership with the National Library of China, Celestial Empire: Life in China
1644-1912.
A number of other Australian institutions also house Chinese pith paintings. They include the State
Library of New South Wales, the State Library of Queensland, Caroline Simpson Library and Research
Collection of Sydney Living Museums, the University of Melbourne Library, the National Gallery of
Victoria, the Australian National Maritime Museum, the Powerhouse Museum, and the Gold Museum in
Ballarat.
In the early 19th century the West was fascinated by China, but access to the country was severely
restricted. From 1757 to 1842 Canton (Guangzhou) on the Pearl River in South China was the only port
open to Western traders. As commerce boomed, more and more foreign merchants and sailors came to
Canton. They were only permitted to trade there for about six months of the year and all had to
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withdraw to the Portuguese settlement of Macau for the rest of the time. The main products the traders
sought were silk [Bib ID 6610509], porcelain [Bib ID 7253707] and in particular tea [Bib ID 6614119].
Western demand for tea soared after 1800.
The influx of visitors created a market for small, portable and inexpensive mementos of China which
they could take home for themselves, their families and friends. Canton-based artists had long been
producing art works designed solely for foreigners. Painted on canvas, European or Chinese paper, or
media such as glass and ivory, only wealthy sea captains and merchants could afford them.
Something less costly was required for the ordinary visitor. The Canton artists turned to a local product
which was cheap and plentiful, a small evergreen tree called Tetrapanax papyrifer, known in Chinese as
tongcao, which grew in southern China and on the island of Taiwan. The white pith of this tree had long
been used to make artificial flowers, and for Chinese medicine.

Concubine, from Court figures in Qing dynasty China and Chinese gods. Studio of Sunqua [Bib ID
7253403]
Unlike paper which is manufactured from wood or other fibres, the pith was cut directly from the inner
spongy cellular tissue of the Tetrapanax. The trees were usually harvested when still young, while they
contained a solid core of pith. Harvested branches or stems were cut into short lengths, which were
soaked to make the pith easier to extract. This was achieved by stripping off the bark or forcing the pith
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out with a wooden or metal implement. The pith was then carefully cut into thin sheets ready for
painting.
The oldest known Chinese watercolours painted on pith date from the mid-1820s. Australians took an
early interest in them. On 25 April 1829 the Sydney Gazette was advertising pith paintings for sale under
the heading New China Goods. On 11 October 1884 the Melbourne newspaper, The Argus, reported on
a recent visit to a studio in Canton which produced pith paintings. The article commented on the
watercolours’ “skillful treatment of subject and brilliancy of colour.”
The small, brightly coloured paintings were not created by a single artist but by a studio employing a
number of artisans, who completed different parts of the work. These craftsmen painted with gouache,
meaning watercolours with an added white pigment. This was applied thickly onto the soft, translucent
surface of the pith, producing a raised effect. The close similarity of some of the pictures results from
mass-production techniques. Templates were widely used to provide the outlines of figures, which could
then be coloured. Chinese watercolours on pith have sometimes been called rice paper paintings in
English. This is misleading as they have nothing to do with rice and the pith is not manufactured like
paper.

Emperor, from Court figures in Qing dynasty China [Bib ID 7249993]
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Some studios or workshops were directed by established artists such as Guan Lianchang, commonly
called Tingqua (1809-1870+), the portrait and still life painter [see Bib ID 6094771] and Sunqua, [Bib ID
6614115] known for his oil paintings of ships and port scenes. Both men were active in Canton between
1830 and 1870. Pith watercolours produced by their studios are represented in the Library’s collection.
Once completed each pith painting was placed on Chinese or Western paper as backing, the pith edges
were bound with Chinese silk ribbon or coloured paper and the pages were then bound between album
covers most commonly in groups of twelve. Each album usually covered a single subject, for example
costumes, boats or trades.
In 1844 an American visitor to Canton, Osmond Tiffany, described what was for sale from the
workshops. “In every artist’s studio are to be found the paintings on what is called rice paper [i.e. pith].
This is very delicate and brittle, and nothing can exceed the splendour of the colours employed in
representing the trades, occupations, life ceremonies, religions, etc., of the Chinese, which all appear in
perfect truth in these productions… [They] may be obtained for a very reasonable sum, in boxes or
bound up in books. They cost, for the usual class of excellence, from one to two dollars a dozen… Or you
may order a set comprising the emperor and empress, and the chief mandarins, and court ladies, in the
most significant attire, and finished like miniatures, for eight dollars.” [Tiffany’s diary quoted in
Crossman, pp.200-201].

Red-crowned cranes, from Rice Drawings scrapbook album [Bib ID 7289817]
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As Tiffany indicates, the pith paintings dealt with many aspects of Chinese life which appealed to
foreigners. They have been called the picture postcards of their day. Some of the best depicted the
court and costumes of the Manchu emperors and their senior officials. The Manchus ruled China as the
Qing dynasty from 1644 to 1911. The National Library holds several beautiful albums showing
gorgeously dressed emperors [Bib ID 7249993], empresses [Bib ID 7250049] and high officials [Bib ID
7250052].
Unlike many of the watercolours whose origins we do not know, two of these albums came from the
studios of the famous artists, Tingqua [see Bib ID 6094771] and Sunqua, both mentioned above.
Sunqua’s studio label is attached to a volume showing emperors, empresses and Chinese gods [see Bib
ID 6614115]. A two volume set on the life and costumes of China’s rulers [Bib ID 2508932] is signed by
its early owner, S.W. Steedman. The Rev. Samuel Watson Steedman was an Anglican minister, who was
in Canton in 1849 and was appointed colonial chaplain in Hong Kong in 1852. Later these volumes were
presented to the National Library by Gertrude F (Jean) Williams, a lover of Chinese art, who lived in
Japan for many years with her Australian husband Harold S. Williams, donor to the Library of a major
collection about Japan and the West. A similar group of paintings [Bib ID 1084376] is part of the Simon
Collection on East Asia, acquired by the Library in stages between 1970 and 1982. Professor Walter
Simon (1893-1981) wrote extensively on the Chinese, Manchu and Tibetan languages. Another set of 12
paintings [Bib ID 6857256] showing an emperor, empress and senior officials with their wives, which
quite unusually includes titles of rank in Chinese and English printed under each image, has been signed
by an L? Saddler.

Scene from Chinese drama, from Album of Chinese theatrical scenes [Bib ID 7285733]
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It is not only pith paintings about imperial or official life for which we have details of provenance. An
album depicting the various stages of tea production from preparing the ground for planting tea bushes
to tasting the finished product [Bib ID 6614119] may possibly come from the studio of the prominent
Canton artist Youqua. Active between 1840 and 1870, he was highly regarded for his port scenes,
landscapes and still life paintings. Youqua had studios in Canton and Hong Kong creating pith paintings.
Sometimes an early owner has inscribed an album, as in the examples from Steedman and Saddler
above. A collection of theatrical scenes showing military figures from China’s past [Bib ID 6574402] has
been signed J.S. Brown “Frogmore.”
In 2016 the Library acquired a magnificent leather bound scrapbook album with a title label which reads
“Rice Drawings” [Bib ID 7252084]. It is filled with Chinese pith paintings of birds, flowers, women and
boats as well as European engravings. The Chinese paintings in this album are among the most striking
and beautiful in the collection, and include a lady with a shuttlecock [Bib ID 7290115], red-crowned
cranes [Bib ID 7289817] and a warship [Bib ID 7290010]. This scrapbook contains the bookplate of the
Reverend William Tew, a Protestant minister in County Kildare, Ireland in the late 18th and early 19th
century. Opposite the bookplate is written neatly the name Hester Tew and the date January 6, 1840.
Hester was probably William Tew’s daughter or niece. Also in 2016 Dr Anna Gray, former Head of
Australian Art at the National Gallery of Australia, donated a set of pith paintings [Bib ID 7253371] on
various forms of gambling in China.
The Library houses an album of pith paintings devoted to Chinese ships and boats [Bib ID 6485019].
Canton with its many waterways and islands was a hive of boating activity. Boats were major forms of
transportation, and would have been very familiar to foreign visitors. Although the execution is naïve
and the boats and human figures out of proportion, the brightly coloured album is historically valuable
in displaying a range of 19th century Chinese watercraft. There is an ocean-going sailing ship [Bib ID
7250278] distinguished by the large eyes painted on each side of the bows, and believed to ward off
disaster on the high seas. A dragon boat [Bib ID 7250215], brightly adorned with flags, drum and gong,
would have been involved in racing during the dragon boat festival on the fifth day of the fifth lunar
month. The duck boat [Bib ID 7250366] was used to rear and transport ducks, which were let out to feed
along the riverside during the day and returned to sleep in the boat at night. Many Australians will recall
from their childhoods Margaret Flack’s “The Story about Ping”, the adventures of a duck from a Chinese
duck boat.
In addition to the album containing 12 pictures of boats, the Library holds the “Rice Drawings”
scrapbook described already [Bib ID 7252084] which among other pith paintings includes four striking
images of Chinese vessels. The handwritten date in this scrapbook, January 6, 1840, strongly suggests
that the images are quite early ones. The boats are depicted in much finer detail and the colouring is
more subtle than in Bib ID 6485019. The latter is almost certainly from a later period, when the artistic
quality of pith paintings being produced was generally lower than in the early years.
Criminal justice in China was among the most popular subjects for pith paintings. Foreign visitors were
fascinated by a legal system where the accused was not represented and judicial torture was common.
There was a macabre interest in the harsh interrogation methods used to extract confessions, such as
the finger press, face slapping and suspension by ropes, as well as punishments ranging from beating
with bamboo or being forced to wear a wooden yoke (cangue) up to execution by strangulation,
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beheading or for the most heinous crimes, slicing. The Library currently houses four albums of pith
paintings about criminal justice in 19th century China [Bib ID 2508879; 5514335; 6005086; 6487846].
Many of the pith paintings held by the Library cover aspects of everyday Chinese economic and social
life. Though generally less sophisticated than the albums on emperors and high officials, they are
historically important in bringing to life street traders [Bib ID 2510774], flower sellers [Bib ID 7251861],
musicians and entertainers [Bib ID 5783555] , religious figures [Bib ID 5832356], workers in the silk [Bib
ID 6610509] and tea industries [Bib ID 6614119], an outdoor barber [Bib ID 7251859] , a fisherman [Bib
ID 7252690], a wood cutter [Bib ID 6438684] and numerous other occupations. Social events include a
wedding banquet [Bib ID 7084772] and theatrical performances [Bib ID 6437829].

Warship, from Rice Drawings scrapbook album [Bib ID 7290010]
Pith painting flourished between the 1820s and 1860s. In 1835 there were believed to be some 30 shops
selling pictures near the foreign quarter of Canton. After China’s defeat in the First Opium War (18391842) she was forced to cede Hong Kong to Britain and open up more ports to foreign trade. Canton, the
main centre of pith painting, lost its special position. Photography reached Hong Kong by 1846 and
spread across China. Over time photographs and picture postcards replaced pith watercolours as the
preferred small mementos of a trip to China. Some painting workshops became photographic studios.
Nevertheless, pith painting continued into the 20th century. As outlined above, watercolours from the
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early period are usually of a higher artistic standard than those from the later years of the 19th century
and the 20th century.
Fragile, delicate pith paintings require careful preservation. As they age the sheets of pith become
brittle. They are easily damaged by handling and turning the pages of the albums. Providing users with
digital versions of the paintings protects the originals.
In 2015 the Library launched a public appeal to support preservation, digitisation and enhanced access
to its Chinese pith painting collection. The generous response has allowed all its watercolours to be
digitised and made accessible to scholars and readers across Australia and internationally. Preservation
staff carefully repaired a number of damaged paintings and albums. The project has also included full
cataloguing of the paintings, with historical and other explanatory details added. The catalogue records
link to digitised images of each picture on Trove. A printed Annotated Guide: the Chinese Pith Painting
Collection Held by the National Library of Australia has been produced for readers. It contains
information from the catalogue, colour images of all the paintings, a detailed introduction to the
collection, as well as a bibliography listing major English and Chinese language books and articles on
Chinese pith painting. The guide will be added to the Library’s website. A short explanatory video
“Caring for the Library’s Chinese pith paintings” has been prepared and is now on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v6lIV_CeGI.
There is considerable interest in Chinese pith painting in Europe and North America, where there are
major collections in libraries, museums and galleries. In the past these watercolours were regarded in
China as only intended for foreigners and not a true part of the Chinese artistic tradition. That attitude
has now changed. Chinese collectors are highly active in the market, so that prices have increased in
recent years. With the completion of this project the National Library of Australia’s rich holdings will
now also become better known around the world including in China, the subject of these fascinating
works of art.
I would like to thank Alex Philp and Di Ouyang for encouraging and supporting my involvement in the
Library’s Pith Painting Project, and the Chinese staff, particularly Irina Chou, who catalogued the
paintings, as well as Xiaoli Li, Bing Zheng, Ping Yang, Jie Chen and Daisy Shi.
Andrew Gosling
12 December 2016
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"Adventures in Asia" in new National Library online magazine
Andrew Gosling
The December 2016 issue of the National Library of Australia's new online magazine, "Unbound",
https://www.nla.gov.au/unbound/december-2016, features three articles on the theme "Adventures in
Asia". Darren Swanson's "A Welshman adrift in East Asia" outlines the life of Captain David Henry James,
resident in pre-World War II Japan. James was a war correspondent, including during the RussoJapanese War; a gold prospector, soldier and author. Dr Stuart Braga's "Jack Braga: the man and his
collection" marks 50 years since the Braga Collection on the Portuguese in East Asia was acquired by the
National Library. J.M. (Jack) Braga (1897-1988), who lived in Hong Kong and Macau, recorded and
collected the Portuguese history of Macau, as well as Hong Kong, China and Japan. Andrew Gosling's
"The wild Chinese tales of Sir Edmund Backhouse", briefly describes how the National Library came to
own one of only four typed copies of Backhouse's highly controversial memoirs. Backhouse (1873-1944)
was an eccentric British Sinologist, who spent most of his adult life in China. Andrew will be giving a
lunchtime APSIG talk on the same topic at the National Library on Wednesday 29 March 2017 (exact
details to be confirmed).
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Experience of shared positions at The University of Melbourne and
Monash University libraries
The University of Melbourne Library / Monash University Library
Japanese Studies Librarian
Ayako Hatta

For the past year I have been involved in a unique collaboration between The University of Melbourne
Library and Monash University Sir Louis Matheson Library. There has been an agreement to share the
two specialist library positions of the Chinese and Japanese studies librarians. The Chinese studies
librarian who is appointed by the University of Melbourne attends 4 days a week at Melbourne and one
day a week at Monash. As for myself, the Japanese librarian, I attend 4 days a week at Monash and 1
day a week at Melbourne. So far we are one year into the initial agreement of three years.
The first year of the appointment of the two librarians in these new roles has been quite a success. It has
required flexibility, a lot of planning and being able to commute between two libraries in different
locations. Time management has been key when planning schedules. It requires clear communication
skills with both libraries’ supervisors, Arts team members, academics and students. It also requires two
identification cards and two sets of passwords to remember. I have had the luxury of having my own
desk at both locations as well.
From my experience so far, I can see that the two university library collections have some similarities,
but they also have some significant differences. The University of Melbourne Library’s East Asian
Collection consists of Chinese and Japanese language resources and has needed quite a lot of attention
to re-establish the floor planning and re-classifying to Library of Congress specification with the
interfiling of two languages on the shelves. It also requires upgrading to full catalogue records for an
easily discoverable and accessible resource collection with clear signs and guides to help students and
researchers navigate the library floor. Monash Library’s Asian Collections consists of Chinese, Japanese,
Indonesian, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese, Malay and Cambodian collections. It has been established and
stabilised with Dewey Classification, shelved by each language collection and has now moved into its
recently renovated location. Both university library collections do not have a service point with subject
librarians nearby. Inquiries from users are made at a general information point, or preferably to subject
librarians via email or phone calls.
Understanding the collection policy and different library systems of The University of Melbourne, and
Monash University libraries became the main priority in my role when I first started. After two years of
absence of a Japanese specialist at The University of Melbourne Library, there was a large backlog of
ordering and cataloguing of the Japanese resources to be done. Also for both libraries there is the need
for ongoing ordering and cataloguing of new acquisitions manually entered into the library system as
Japanese language resources still rely heavily on print. At Monash there is an immediate need to
establish a new workflow procedure for ordering and cataloguing, and I am currently working on this
with the Information Resource team. The trend in Japanese studies is constantly changing, so it is
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important to maintain a very broad range of subjects related to Japan in the collection to make it a
valuable resource for users. The selection is mainly based on the area of university teaching courses and
the interests of researchers at the time. One of the advantages of looking after two collections at the
same time is the ability to avoid duplication between the two university libraries, unless it is an essential
resource for a specific course. This saves library space and Inter-library loans, and document delivery
services become an important service. With the increasing number of print items collected over the
past 50 to 60 years of history in both collections, it became imperative to move low use resources to an
Offsite Storage. This allows better use of the limited space in the library. I believe this process requires a
full record with both Romanization and Japanese Characters included. This will achieve an easily
discoverable and accessible collection for academics and students. There is still a need for further
development and maintenance of the collections at both libraries. So it is an ongoing process of
refinement and learning how to better utilise both of these rich and comprehensive collections.
Another part of my role is academic outreach within both universities. As I am at The University of
Melbourne for just one day a week it has become particularly important to actively keep in regular
contact. This is mostly achieved via email, but sometimes face to face meetings are required. Once the
new semester begins for both universities, I am involved in individual research consultations, academic
research support and also teaching where required. Updating information in LibGuides for collections
and some individual courses was also initiated at both universities. After several meetings we have
created instructional videos for using databases and we have launched self-learning online teaching
tools for finding resources in the library catalogue for various languages. There has also been an ongoing
need for academic research support. The University of Melbourne Library assists with publication
citation analysis and other metrics to support grant proposals. This encourages academics to stay up-todate with citation databases and individual profiles to connect with the university’s repository system.
In 2017, the second year of the collaboration between the two university libraries, there is still much to
learn and familiarise myself with in this unique work situation. The opportunity to be involved with the
University of Melbourne and Monash University libraries and see first-hand the different approaches
and views of both universities, has been a rewarding experience which has helped me better identify the
future needs of both collections.
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Highlights of shared positions at The University of Melbourne library &
Monash University library
Monash University Library / University of Melbourne Library Chinese Studies Librarian – Xiaoju LIU

Collection Development & Resource Sharing
The priority for this shared position arrangement between Monash University library and
Melbourne University library is for both Ayako and myself to develop the collection in both
libraries.
Since my appointment, Ayako and I have worked on the weeding & classification conversion project
of the East Asian Collection in Melbourne University. We have collectively made a series of
decisions in consultation with our supervisors and colleagues, namely, colour-coded signage,
screens, interfiling of the two languages’ monographs, re-shelving arrangements, etc. It has been an
invaluable learning experience, especially for a new graduate like myself.
This shared position arrangement leads to a good understanding of the collections in both libraries,
which is crucial in developing complementary collections (print & electronic). As mentioned by
Ayako, we are very conscious of avoiding duplicates in the two libraries where possible, except for
those materials that are essential for teaching, learning and research in both universities.
Academics and students are encouraged to make use of the collection in both libraries through
Document Delivery/Inter-Library Loan, which in turn reinforces the collaboration between the two
libraries.
For now, Monash University and Melbourne University together with other university libraries
across Australia are looking into the GreenGlass software to deepen our collaboration in print
resource sharing & collection development. Meanwhile, in terms of electronic resources, I have
benefited significantly from group discussions and the exchange of information within the two
universities around the trialling, evaluation and purchase of databases.

Team Work & Collaboration
Team work in both libraries offers a unique opportunity to learn from other experienced
colleagues, especially through team projects. Due to our time constraints, Ayako and I fill each other
in on what has occurred in the workplace while we have been absent. The sharing of knowledge
and respect for each other makes this shared position a successful and enjoyable experience.
Being a Chinese librarian in two universities involves collaboration with librarians from other
disciplines, including education, business, architecture, and other disciplines, depending on the
teaching and research profiles of the respective universities. Together we deliver research
consultations and classes or simply share resources. The two libraries are different to some extent,
however, the sharing and collaborating culture is the same.
In addition, despite the different organisational structures, the daily tasks which librarians are
working on are in fact the same, namely scholarly information and research support. I try to catch
up individually with librarians in both libraries, including the Research Librarian in Melbourne
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University and the Research Data Librarian in Monash to understand their work, which itself is an
excellent learning opportunity.
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New Acquisitions (2016 -2017), the Korean Unit, NLA
Ji-yeon CHO [NLA Korea Unit]
1. “Korean ebooks“ (Acadepia)
Currently, 100 Korean ebook titles are accessible for both onsite and offsite users through the Library’s
catalogue
2. “Korean Social Science Data Centre (KSDC DB)“ - a new database
“KSDC consists of statistical yearbooks published by the government, public institutions and overseas
institutions. These data are classified and processed through a new data-input system developed by the
KSDC, and are ready to be used as variables for research”.
KSDC DB is now accessible for both onsite and offsite use through the Library’s catalogue
http://nla.gov.au/nla.cat-vn7294201 For remote access, a library card is required.
3. Materials from North Korea
Since 2016, the Korean Unit has focused on collecting North Korean Materials. 40 original hand painted
propaganda art posters from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, North Korea) are
currently held and 5 ephemera items are also available via the Library’s catalogue at
http://nla.gov.au/nla.cat-vn7295982
The Korea Unit at NLA would like to share our collection with everyone. We are more than happy to help
you with your research.
If you need assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us at:
Korean Unit
National Library of Australia
Email: Korean@nla.gov.au
Phone: +61 2 6262 1572
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News from the ANU library
Friederike Schimmelpfennig, China/Japan/Korea Information Access Coordinator
1. Online access to the Siku quanshu available at ANU Menzies Library
On two dedicated computers, access to the online version of the Siku quanshu is available for staff and
students of ANU.
2. Digitisation in progress
The ANU Library has started a digitisation project that includes the digitisation of the Xu Dishan
collection. Currently, the most fragile items have been digitised.
Xu Dishan 許地山 (1893-1941) belonged to the most influential writers, researchers and philosophers
in the early years of the Chinese republic. He studied at Yanjing University in Beijing as well as at
Columbia University and Oxford University. He later also taught religious studies at Yanjing University,
Beijing University and Qinghua University, and thus had a deep understanding of Eastern and Western
literature and religious studies. His family were devout Buddhists, and this is reflected in this collection
and his writings. This collection served as the religious text fundament for his own writings, which are
still well known today. When Xu was appointed head of the Department of Chinese by the University of
Hong Kong in 1935 he began working on reforming the Chinese curriculum, and thus became an
important figure in education. He unexpectedly died in 1941, aged 48.
The collection was acquired by the renowned scholar and diplomat Charles Patrick Fitzgerald,
foundation professor of Far Eastern History at ANU, in 1951 from the University of Hong Kong. As Prof
Fitzgerald remembers in an interview in 1991, “I was there [in Hong Kong] for two months or more
buying books and it was not too difficult because there were, fortunately, some collections which were
being offered for sale by the heirs of people who'd perished in the war and one thing and another. And
Hong Kong University had custody of some of these which they didn't want to keep, so I bought a whole
lot from them.” Luckily he acquired this one too. It formed the basis of the Asian/Chinese collection at
the ANU at the time and is still a magnificent part of our rare book collection.
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[Re-post] Job Opportunities at Hong Kong Baptist University
Library: Associate Librarian (Technical & Collection Services) (PR0902/16-17)
Hong Kong Baptist University Library invites applications for a creative, forward-thinking, energetic and
collaborative Associate Librarian to lead, coordinate, and manage the Library’s Technical & Collection
Services Division. This person will lead the transformative efforts to enhance and streamline Technical &
Collection Services processes and services to aim at developing practical solutions and creative problemsolving, workflow analysis, assimilation of multiple perspectives and continual exploration and adoption
of new technological skills and tools.
Reporting to, as well as advising and assisting, the University Librarian, the successful candidate will
serve as a key member of Library’s senior leadership team and, assume a vital role in the development
and implementation of strategic initiatives, the coordination and leading of cross-functional project
teams for enhancing the services, operations and developing library policies, while overseeing several
technical services functions of the Library.
Applicants should possess a recognised degree plus an MLS or equivalent qualification, with substantial
appropriate post-qualification experience in academic libraries, of which at least three years at a
managerial level, carrying considerable responsibility. He/She must be able to demonstrate updated
knowledge of academic library resources, systems, services, and trends. Applicants should also possess
strong interpersonal skills and be able to work both independently and collaboratively with a diverse
range of people within and outside the Library. Strong service orientation, ability to manage multiple
department operations in a dynamic and changing environment, demonstrated excellent leadership and
supervisory skills, solid project management experience, as well as experience performing research,
compiling and analysing data, and preparing reports & recommendations are essential. Excellent
communication skills in English are required; additionally, proficiency in written Chinese, spoken
Putonghua / Cantonese are desirable.
Those who have responded to the advertisement of Associate Librarian (Technical & Collection Services)
posted in September 2016 need not re-apply.
Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Application Procedure:
Applicants are invited to write in response to the requirements and provide an updated curriculum vitae
and/or fill in the application form which is obtainable (a) by downloading
from http://pers.hkbu.edu.hk/applicationforms; or (b) by fax at 3411-7799; or (c) in person from the
Personnel Office, Hong Kong Baptist University, AAB903, Level 9, Academic and Administration Building,
15 Baptist University Road, Kowloon Tong, Kowloon. Completed application form should be sent to the
same address. Please quote PR number on all correspondence. Applicants not invited for interview 4
months after the closing date may consider their applications unsuccessful. Details of the University’s
Personal Information Collection Statement can be found at http://pers.hkbu.edu.hk/pics.
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